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Laddies Beware
Lassies Lurking
LE 11’ YEAR and the lassies have their opportunity to go forth and snare the laddies into
matrimony. The whole idea of Leap Year was
originated ’766 years ago in the highlands of Scotland.
The law said that in "lepe year, ilk mayden ladye of
both highe and lowe estait" could propose to any man
of her choice and if he refused he would be "mulcted
of a sum of one pound or less according to his means."
For clarification’s sake. the Ilk mayden" bit reads,
each maiden lady of both high and low estate. "Mulcted,"
in this case. means he was fined.
The gentleman could get out of the mulcting process if he could prove he already was engaged.
Actually, Leap Year started for the most practical
of reasons. The earth’s annual progress around the sun
just doesn’t fit in with any man-made devices. It takes
365 days. 5 hours. 48 minutes and 46 seconds to make
the trip.
Aware of this. Julius Caesar fixed things up with
a 365-day calendar with a catch-all day in February
once every four years. This he did in 46 B.C.
Where and when the turnabout proposal tradition
emerged is uncertain. But bachelors have some reason
to stand in dread of that extra day every fourth year.
Because this is supposedly a man’s world, it is only
reasonable that superstition developed marking Leap
Year as something other than desirable.
On the SJS campus. things could be better for manhungry coeds. According to the MBA recent college annual report, there are 1.4 females to every one male.
Happy hunting. girls.
Oh, yes, in Scotland. they don’t enforce that 1288
law anymore. But this doesn’t mean that bachelorsas
well as husbandhave stopped getting fined. R. B.
TS

Arms in Venezuela
Positive Proof
rCONTHOVERTIBLE evidence of a Cuban arms
cache in Venezuela and a battle plan for overthrowing the Venezuelan government has been
uncovered by an investigating committee of the
Organization of American States.
The report is a shocker . . . or let’s put it another
way in the light of the past OAS indecision: it should be
a shocker in Latin American republics who pretend to
the belief that Castro communism is not a present danger.
here are the facts:
The hidden arms, a chance discovering by a
fisherman, consisted of bazookas, mortars. recoilless
rifles. submachine guns. automatic rifles. highpower
demolition charges and a large amount of ammunition.
Military experts of the committee disclosed
that attempts had been made to obliterate Cuban markings on the weapons. In addition, the boat in which they
were transported from Cuba was found. Its engine was
shipped from Montreal to Havana last October.
Subsequently. with the arrest of a Venezuelan
Communist who had returned secretly from Cuba. there
was found the "Caracas Plan" a battle plan for capturing the Venezuelan capital and seizing control of
the country.
Here is proof positive that the Castro regime.
as the committee charges, is guilty of a "policy of
aggression."
It remains to he seen whether the OAS will act
forcefully on that proof or whether it will he diluted
into meaningless and impotent reaction.
San Francisco
Examiner
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Thrust and Parry
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters, because of space limitations,
will be limited to a maximum of 300
words, preferably typed and doubieexceeding this
spaced. Letars
amount elther will not be printed or
will b ed,,ed to conform to length
The editr also reserves the right to
dit letters to conform to style end
good taste Letters of personal at.
tacks will not be printed. All letters
must include the writer’s signature
and ASS number

Poverty Laid
To Capitalism
Editor:
Richard Reeb writes in "ToMoral Crisis," (Spartan
Daily, Feb. 251 that "Laissefaire capitalism is based on
nothing more nor less than rational self-interest," and "Capitalism must be defended as a
moral issue."
I don’t see that he has really
said anything that isn’t apparent
to anyone who is familiar with
San Jose, San Francisco, Pixley,
Santa Ana, ete., and has observed the abject poverty in
which so many of our citizens
live. To conclude that this poverty must have developed
through the policy of "rational
self-interest" is purely a matter
of logic and/or reasonableness.
It would be asking too much of
anyone to suggest that they believe that an irrational person
could have arranged for such
widespread misery.
By the same token, in light
of this misery which is the direct
result of "capitalism." "capitalism" mist be defendend as a
moral issue because it is too obvious that such unnecessary human suffering in a land of plenty
is, in fact, a moral issue.
D. II. Nilson
BI7884

Ex-KSJS Manager
Clarifies Position
Editor:
My recent removal as station
manager has been thrown out of
context by many students and
faculty members.
First, there was no mention
that. I was fired because I left
the station in charge of a student so he could comply with
Dr. Flick’s memorandum. A few
minutes after I left to study for
an examination, Dr. Flick called
the station. (It was after 10 and
I was off the payroll at 9:00.)
This practice was wrong but was
common among other students
assistants. With proper faculty
supervision this incident would
have never occurred.
Secondly, Pleasant Hill’s appointment had been tossed
around just before my reappointment. More than half of the

staff, instructors and others connected with KSJS urged that I
be retained. This was against the
faculty advisers wishes. When
the aforementioned situation
arose, it was ideal for him to put
"his man" in the position.
Thirdly, I feel the programmings during my term had greatly improved. During the first two
weeks of my second term, more
programming of a local nature
and many other improvements
had been suggested by prognun
director, Gary Greenberb. If
there were any discrepancies
they would have fallen under
the program director Pleasant
Hill.
Some people feel I have waged
a campaign against KSJS, Flick
and Hill, hut the station is really
to blame. Because of the physical
set-up of KSJS there has not
really been any real faculty
supervision. Dr. Flick gets no
monetary compensation, or free
class time, he is the head of the
R-TV department and must also
teach several R -TV classes. This
should he changed!
I’m not calling for the removal
of Dr. Flick, just changes in the
station’s policy so that all may
further benefit SJS students. I
hope this letter has pointed out
that I’m all for KSJS and that
I would like to see improvements
in the policy because of this
event. I would like to thank the
Spartan Daily for its support
and the KSJS staff for standing
behind me.
Michael Netifeld
ASB 11546

Arab Student’s Views
On Civil Rights Rally
Editor:
Civil Rights movement look a
very sharp and practical turn
during 1963. As a reward for
that turn, it gained many valuable victories, such as the Civil
Rights Bill before the Congress.
It also gained many victories
locally, such as the Rumford Act.
The movement increased its activities on the college and university level. But these activities
arrived late at our college (at
least. publicly t. It arrived only
after the close of Seventh Street
where the Seventh St. Forum
started rolling. One of the objectives of this forum was defying discrimination among the
people of the U.S.; calling for
equality among the people regardless of their race, religion,
origin and creed. Students
started every F’riday putting
their effort to fight segregation
(next Friday’s big Civil Rights
Rally is one of these efforts).
But despite all that, our official paper (The Spartan Wily)

ignored all these rallies and took
a very passive stand.
Therefore, I suggest and urge
the Daily as a member of the
ASB to adopt the following
points:
1. Dedicating an advertisement
in the Daily calling the students
to drop the idea of discrimination if they still have it.
2. Dedicating one of the issues
for Civil Rights in which there
will be editorials, pictures, student letters, etc., to support and
advertise the Friday Civil Rights
Rally,
3. Dropping any anti -Civil
Rights editorials from the Daily.

40-

KPFA Called
Informative Medium
Editor:
Is there no one in the entire
city of San Jose interested in
attending and participating in
the planning session KPFA will
have this Saturday? (If you are
interested, call 378-03163.
The past year was difficult for
KPFA, with the Senate Investigation and the FCC licensing delay. KFPA has fewer subscribers
now than a year ago.
The subscription drive planning session will begin on Saturday at 10:30 a.m., continue until

about 4 p.m., lunch presided.
Trevor Thomas will be them
with other staff members, and
the day of brainstorming, at the
321 Divisadero St. studio in San
Francisco, to be successful needs
the participation ,if subscribers
in every community served by
the station.
It is disgraceful that also!.
utely no one in this community
font and
has the energy to
do some-thing for this splendid
the
FM radio
funs:flit" and
freest, most
least supported communication
medium in the area. Will you let
it wain away?
Lois Silen IllITfit101

Arabian student
liatnid Hussain
A SIS A165211

Statue Should Depict
’Softness’: Student
Editor:
In the Spartan Daily of Feb.
26 there appeared two letters
dealing with the proposed statue
which is supposed to represent
the "Spirit of Spardi." J. Gruehl
found the work "hideous" and
went on to say that "our school
could and should be represented
by a more athletic looking statue. . ." Prof. D. Hatch, on the
other hand, felt that the statue
was "a material focus . . . for
the serious virtues symbolically
capsuled in the concept of a
Spartan: courage, determination,
resilience . . ." For him, then.
Webb’s work symbolizes the
"masculine and hearty qualities"
of a true Spartan.
Setting aside my own bias,
that Athens (and thus Athena)
would be by for a more appropriate symbol for an institution of
higher learning, I should like to
suggest that the proposed status,
whether it symbolizes the ancient Spartan’s disciplined spirit
or not, does not symbolize the
spirit a San Jose State students,
which is rather one of undisciplined indulgence. In view of
that fact, we should rather be
calling ourselves the San Jose
State Sybarites after the ancient
southern Italian city of Sybaris
which was noted for its softness
and sensual indulgence.
Sincerely yours,
Robert B. Dean
ASH Alfiel
I
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Today’s Quote
In one sense there is no death.
The life of a soul on earth lasts
beyond his departure. You will
always feel that life touching
yours, that voice speaking to
you . . . He lives on in your
life and in the lives of all othem
that knew him. Angelo Patti

1-11QHWAY WEST
By
ROY NORD
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MISS GREATER SAN JOSE

by
judie block
society editor
It has been brought to my attention that many SJS students
are undergoing an environmental change. This change, it seems, has
taken place in a park William Street Park, to be exact.
This park used to be a very popular place for students after a
date, for a date (Jr for a party. Many memories were formed at this
picturesque spot with its old dirt road and shrubbery.
At the park we could experience a feeling of togetherness, not
always altogether welcome. Nowhere else could a couple. sit in their
car and sense that 10 others were there with them. But, darn it,
these days are gone forever in a park bright with street lights and
cold with paved road and curb. In fact, what was a most convenient
parking area is now a sidewalk.
Perhaps, if we students had known about this disaster, we could
have petitioned for parking meters. These would have solved the
overcrowding, and, additionally, the city would have made some
money from the park. Alas, alack, the park is gone .
According to a city planner at City Hall, the park was changed
because it had reached its ultimate development and required these
changes, or because of another reason. that innocent residents had
10 gaze from their living room windows at a bunch of college students expressing amour.
Where to now? Alum Ri.ek Park, perhaps ...
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SilliMA PHI EPSILON
The first Queen of Hearts queen contest function has been
scheduled by Sigma Phi Epsilon for Tuesday, March 3 at the Sig
Ep house. The 24 Queen of Hearts contestants will be guests for
dinner and later in the evening they will attend the intramural
basketball game.
KAPPA SIGMA
The new Kappa Sig pledges are Britt Robillard, Bill Peterson,
Bob Young, Mike Gill and Ted Carr.
The new spring officers are Don Jensen. president; Iry Skeoch,
vice president; Dave Thompson, treasurer; Bob Weir, secretary.
THETA XI
Anderson, Hobert Baxter,
Spring pledges at Theta Ni are Is
Bill Campbell, Michael de la Fuente, Norman R. Franklin, Norman
flail, Robert Hoffman, Willi:iin Inger-sem Norman Kidd, Michael
Pagano, Richard Sparacino, and Robert Wahlgren.
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pictured are Charlie Swalt Alpha Tau Omega
(I.), Don Jensen, Kappa Sigmasoon to be
joined with IFC; Jerry Arca, Delta Sigma Phi;
and Dewayne Holman, Delta Upsilon.

Holley Expresses Changes
In Old IFC Program
There’s going to be some
changes made in Inter-Fraternity Council under its new
Bill Holley.
"We need advancing irrograms
to meet today’s demand from the
siiphisticated student.- expressed
11,41ey. "The students today
want more than just the adolescent drinking club."
Ile continued, "We have to
Mork toward a common goal for
ihe betterment of the Greek
system." It was pointed out by
Holley that the first step for this
goal was getting all fraternities
to work together
are four itev,
id..5, ’hal hall been indorsed
into the IFC organization:
I. A new lia.k. in committee
structure. Two directors for full
11111 part time committees will be
lec led.
2. A new program under the
treasurer will consist of a collection-buyer director. The idea is
Is, combine the Greeks to purchase pnalucts as a group for
nom y pm-lames.
Its
reports, "We’ll be able
to bid purchase and bid for articles it a rate. Someday the fraternities may have a centralized
imam,- office I hat w 91 take ear
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Walt Youngman is I Ile Ill’W director.
:1. A Pre,idents’ council Witt;
formed inelialing tin, presidents
of all liaterinties. They will
meet frequently 1.. discuss policy
decisions and to lielp unite the
system.
4. A Piesid.airs Advisory
f’oursal was imitated.
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SUiMA PT
New b0dhers initiated into Sigma Pi are Alex Iilulaeoff, Jamas
Marry, Tim Kirkpatrick. Dick Liewer, Ron Naines, Stephen Seagrase and Iloward Vierra.
Spring officers am. Dave Enlerline, president; Shannon Davis
vice president; Rick Woodman, treasurer; John Metesser, herald;
Jim Giussi, publicity chairman; Dick Whyte, house manager; Jun:
(’ye, sports,
SHiMA CHI
Sigma Chi’s annual Province Conference of Northern California
and Nevada will be held this weekend at Fresno this year. Brothers
from all chapters in the province will gather together to discuss
plans for the coming year. Brothers and alumni will be in attendance
from all over the state and active chapters of Stanford, University
of California at. Berkeley, Fresno State and San &are State.
THETA CHI
Theta Chi will hold 111,, Regional 10 Conference this weekend
at their house. The other colleges participating are Stanford, University of California at Berkeley, and University of Nevada at Reno.
The purpose of the conference is to discuss mutual problems
and to give the officers a chance to get acquainted. The conference
allows each area to deal with local problems.

Free Theater
Tickets

Newman Club
To Hold Dance

Free theater tickets with ans

111.111 1.11111 5’, III I II 1
S.’S
Sadie I Liss kin, Dance 1 sliiay
melt’ totiowing the
Slate liaskeibilll ;mow, at
the N16,,1 11 al t lIst, venter. 79
South :Ali :Street.
Admission charge is Ft...50 per
person or $35 tor Newman Club
members.
"13o).; hitcher" costumes roe
opt limal.
’n
’I .nce is open to all silt-

purchase or rental. Student
nal’. MI rental-.

Typewriter
Itentak

LAST YEAR’S QUEENJo Waltermire, junior drama major was
last year’s Miss Greater San Jose. She represented San Jose in
the Miss California pageant last June. Deadline to register for
the pageant is March Ii, March 7 and 17 interviews will be
held in the Junior Chamber of Commerce Office for those
women who are interested. The pageant will be held May 16.

SOMETHING NEW
We will display and sell for you on consignment, 160. to
you) your new and nearnew apparel . . must be fop viol.
ity, high style and cleaned and pressed.

7he Ifnique choppe
1589 Mer.dien (Co, Hernlif on I 2647552.
We have a lovely selection of wedding gowns, crowns, etc.,
many of which are available on a RENTAL BASIS.
. .
.
.
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Stay in style traditionally
... by going to Oxford.
Yarn-dyed woven cotton
Oxford tailored with
classic simplicity by
Country Junior. Buttondown collar, roll -up
sleeves, tull-buttea
front skirt. la
authentic solid
colors: Dresden
Blue, Hunting Pink,
Lime Green,
Sizes
5 to IS,

87.00 mo.

$14.98

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
CY 4-1215

57 So, 4th St.
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’this dress is informal and just right for ilasses or leisure
wear around campus. Pastel shades of blue, pink and
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lie comfortable in a Iraililional lightweight Oxford Shirt-
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CLASSIFIEDS
... they bring

"Designed with the college girl in mind"

results!

COTTAGE CASUALS
438 E. Williams

FREE
PARKING

San Jose

Room J206, 1:30 to 4 p.m. Daily
Ow.. Comma

Phone 294 6414 Eo. 2465
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Light Opera ’Kismet’
Opens atMontgomery
Kismet opens tonight at 8:30
p.m. in the Montgomery Theater. It is the second production
of the season for the San Jose
Light Opera Association.
The show will open its threeday weekend run with tonight’s
performance.
"Kismet." which premiered on
Broadway during the 1953-54
season, is based on the book of
an earlier work by Edward Knoblock about a day in Baghdad.
The music score stems directly
from the melodies of Russian
composer Alexander Borodin.
George Costa is directing the
-.901010:444000411015.6sSeSsWeessWe...

local product
and Richard
Gordon is in charge of the musical forces.
Allen Praetke. who has appeared in a number of previous
productions, has been cast as the
poet Hajj, and Dorothy McDonell will appear as his daughter
Marsinah.
A relative newciltlICr to the
Bay Area, Stuart R. Scott will
play the young Caliph. Prior to
coming to California, Scott participated in productions at the
University of New Mexico and
Albuquerque Theater.
Tickets are available at the
Sherman Clay Box office,

1:01,K
(;tuitars- Banjos- Lesions
RENT TO LEARN

BENNER MUSIC
CV 7-7417

1884 W. Sc., Carlos

SAVE 10c

8 O’Clock Curtain
leo Kit /low 1:\p,N
tee, I.her,e

Thoughts for the Lonely Weaver
On ancient I

s in modern raua,,is the I

4y wearer weaves.

lie sits for hours as the master of his pattern. His thumb hurts
from the shuttle yet he dreams on of thick, woven rugs beneath
Ins feet.
lie calls his cloth lik’Ci) and his loom it frame.
Ile. silently leils,rs w Oh his frame in its threading. The weaver
knowingly attaches each Oucted with single importance into the
curled teeth of the loom. He dresses the stretched warp bars with
the careful preparation of a bride to be. His will be the marriage
of the steady and sure warp with the swift and flexible weft. He
will honeymoon in the joy of his first few hours with his completed
creation.
The pattern and texture of the cloth is his plan. Religiously he
follows a tiny draft that contains the key to his color mixtures.
lie takes first a scarlet thread and shuttles it across his loom.
Its color is the beginning for his excitement. Quickly he sees the
rudiments of a fabric appear. He thinks of the pattern these first
threads make, a pattern still only existing in his own mind.
With craftsman like motions he coordinates his sure step on
the treadles with his steady hand on the loom and shuttle. The
warp bars sing harmoniously as they trade position on the loom.
He thinks not of the hours as he passes the shuttle with its
colored tail through his divided threads. Ile does not hear the banging beaters as they tighten the thread on the looms of his fellow
weavers. Even the clatter and clicks of the nearby treadles can’t
call away his attention from his loom.
His hank of yarn grows smaller on its swift as his finished
cloth winds into at heavy roll on the beam near his legs.
His weft thread, the flexible and ever changing color, glides
through the bed of threads stretched on his loom. It is the weft, a
seemingly insignificant thread that is the perpetrator of his pattern.
How the weaver respects his weft. With fondled care he changes
the thread on the weft’s guide the shuttle.
Visit the Art Department’s Little Gallery in the Art Building
and see the weaving exhibit. Think of the lonely weaver.

A FULL 8 OZ. GLASS
OF
ORANGE WINZIT DRINK
America’s Finest Whipped Orng
Cool .

Deic ows

Juic

Drink

Ref rokhing

PLAY 18 HOLES OF GOLF IN 21/2 HRS.
ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY
ALL GREEN 18 HOLE COURSE
61 PAR.

and
A FOOT LONG HOT DOG

only 35c

CI Rancho ’ede
Golf Course and Driving Range

Orange Whip cnack gar
SANTA CLARA & I I ST.

Weekday student green fees $1.25
5 minutes from Civic Center
2142 McKee Road

1 mile East on

McKee Road Overpass

CL 1-1143

Lessons By PGA Professional
Tex Smith

’Tom Jones Not a Film
For Marvin Milquetoasi

By DAVE NEWHOUSE
The whole town’s talking
about the Jones boy.
It’s -Torn Jones," Henry Fielding’s bawdy novel -turned-movie,
which is already rated the favorite to steal the majority of next
month’s Academy Awards. And
with good reason.
Albert Finney is excellent us
the boyish, robust Tom. Accused
of more trouble than what he’s
actually responsible for, Tom
weathers constant reproachment
and vicious beatings to remain
the "good guy."
Fielding, an Inventor of the

KNTV Series
To Feature
Education
"The Inquiring Mind." a series
of 14 half-hour television programs exploring various fields of
higher education will begin Saturday at 9:30 a.m. over KNTV,
Channel 11. The program is cosponsored by the Instructional
Television Centers of SJS and
the University of Michigan.
Dr. John Arthur Hanson of
the Classics Department at the
University of Michigan is the
host for the program. The programs study the work of professors in widely ranging fields,
from chemical engineering to art
history, zoology to Chinese language and literature.
In the opening program about
Dr. James I. Crump, an authority on Chinese literature, viewers will see a film made during
one of Dr. Crump’s dames in
Chinese, with student reciting
and responding to questions, lie
will discuss the development of
Chinese script and short playlet
he translated from a 13th Century Chinese opera will be performed.
Each week different professors from both schools will discuss their work and teaching.

Art Prof Displays
Work in Palo Alto
The most recent watercolor
paintings by N. Eric Oback will
be on exhibit from March 1
through March 15 at The Showcase Galleries, 514 High Street,
Palo Alto.
Oback, associate professor of
art, was born in Arvika, Sweden, and received his early education in Chicago and later his
Master of Fine Arts degree from
the California College of Arts
and Crafts in Oakland.
The at list has exhibited in
group shows throughout the
country and has had one-man
shows on the east and west
coasts, including a show at the
M. H. de Young Memorial Museum in San Francisco. He is a
member of the West Coast
Watercolcr Society, the San
Francisco Art Institute, the Society of Western Artists, and
the East Bay Art Association.
A preview showing and reception honoring N. Eric Oback
will be held at The Showcase
Galleries in Palo Alto, on Sunday
from 12 to 6 p.m. The public is
invited to attend.

modern English novel, was familiar with vice in the world, but
longed for virtue. Therefore,
Tom, kicked out every house he
stepped foot into, rousted out of
his romantic beds and dangling
from a hangman’s rope, still survives to win over fair Sophia
(Susannah Yank, his first love.
The lewd language used and
low-cut necklines worn by Tom’s
ardent female admirers, makes
this no movie for Marvin Milquetoast.
Hugh Griffith as Squire Weston, Sophia’s father, used his long
hair as a dinner napkin, slept
with barnyard animals and was
just magnificent as the uncouth
squire.
"Tom Jones" helped reveal
the savage life beneath the elegant veneer of 18th -century
London. The raucous dregs who
lined Gin Lane were a complete
opposite to the pompous, affluent society that is pictured of
London during that period.
The photography was highly
imaginative and vividly captured
the greenery and animal life that
is the English country. Baroque
harpsichord music provided excellent background.
Throughout the movie, the
performers shared their secrets
with the audience. They needn’t
have. "Tom Jones" had a flies’
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By George,
Cuggino’s has
the best pizza
in town.
Dining & Delivery Service
Call CY 2-8119
Delivery

4.1130 p.m. & 4.1:00 a.m. FrL & Sa
(closed Monday)

862 N. 13th St.
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WELCOME SPARTANS
Everybody but Everybody Meets at San Jose’s
largest coin operated dry cleaning and laundry
village. Save time and money.

THERE’S A WIDE RANGE OF OPPORTUNITY
IN THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
To outer space and into the deep sea, we take the sum
total of our scientific and managerial knowledge. A case
in point is Telstar, which represents the first step toward
a worldwide communications system. Another example,
the new deep-sea amplifier that simultaneously transmits
two-way messages. Both communications triumphs stem
from Bell System planning, research and development.
Such trailblazing projects command the best of
managerial and scientific talent. That’s why you’ll find,
throughout the Bell System, men with college training as
diverse as the responsibilities they shoulder. Their backgrounds run the gamut from liberal arts and business
courses to science or specialized engineering majors.

Admittedly, the work is demanding. It requires that
unusual caliber of man who finds a greater satisfaction in
challenge than in ready solution ... who is eager to see his
education yield dividends.., who wants an immediate
opportunity for leadership.
Men with this kind of impatience will discover the
stimulation, welcome and rewards they seek in the telephone business.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

42 WASHERS
Soft Water

20 DRYERS
It per minute

8 DRY CLEANERS
highest quality

1 Double Load Cleaner
Handles large drapes

(Professional Pressing)
On Premises

Study Area
Hair Dryers

Snack Bar
Free Parking

Single Garments Cleaned & Pressed
One Day Service

NORGE VILLAGE

(In The Heart of the Living Groups)
11th & E. San Carlos St.

CY 0-5839
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11,1 ’World of Carl Sandburg’
To Play in Saratoga

horn his annual European tour
during which he played 70 times
in eleven countries.
The Spanish musician made
his first concert appearance at
the age of (I ii Cr:TIM:Rh, lie
started playing the guitar after
studying the piano, violin arid
other instruments. After he mastered the complexities 14 his instrument he learned 1.1 read
ancient method of guitar not,
hon.
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’al.:an:lent for improvement of
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skills.
Aecording to Mrs. Norma
Spalding,
instructor
in
the
l’ilarge of the laboratory, the
average person reads at a rate
of 200 Words per minute, while
I he average college student reads
from 300 to 350 words per n0nute. Through regular use of the
reading laboratory a pe rson
should lie able to double his
reading speed within a few
’,les increasing the stir_
,. nim, speed, the labora-
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Challenging Assignments

with Your College Placement Office for
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Company -supported Advanced Education
Other Excellent Benefits
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well as the 01)1.0:trinity to garner new information from reading materials.
The lab, located in ED235. was
first opened to all studen,
the
Ettn,
when
spring,
Building was completed. S n
that time, more than 400 students hiwe used the lab to improve t heir reading skills.
All students who intend to
use the lab should plan for a
conference hour which will he
devoted to comprehension and
rate tests. These tests are used
by Mrs. Spalding in evaluating
an appropriate starting point in
instruction.
The lab is open for new students’ ronferenve hours at the
following times:
Monday
-10:30 a.m.- 12
p.rn. and 1:30-2:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m.-1 2
Tuesday
p.m. and 1230 - 3 p.m.
10:30 a . nu . - 12
Wednesday
p.m., 6:30-7, & 8:40-9 p.m.
to 12:30
Thursday 9:30 a.m.

§

8

have S4)1111’ FllIl
Mi. N1 (41(11(1
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;77.

HORSEBACK
RIDING

-

2500 acres of scenic trails. 20,
Discount

to

SJS

students

with

ASB cards. Drive 2 miles south of
IBM on Highway 101
right on

-

§
1S

then turn

-

Bernal Road.

4

_

No Guides

8

SANTA TERESA ST tRI.ES
350 Bernal Road
.41000’JGOOCCOZOCe

227-9738

Students who previously enrolled in Reading Fundamentals and are faniul;.ui is lb inaterial usage may use the lab by
either checking in w ch the Remedial Semices ,eeetaary in ED_
237, any afternoon from 12:304:30, or by contacting Mrs.
Spalding before or after Class in
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R "RENT
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Drop by Burger Town
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direct at

C. F. Hartman, Personnel Director
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S.AN JOSE HONDA

Opportunity for Professional Growth

Degrees: BS & MS in EE, ME & Applied Physics;
and MBA with any of the foregoing

Apt

542 S. Second St.
FROM CAMPUS

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA

? Small Company Atmosphere
? Technically Oriented Management

A!otnt do

CV 3-2049

Reading Laboratory Aids
Student’s Speed and Skill rocceecovz--z--,---------

!,,,Osidiary of Bausch & Lomb Incorporated

Aggressive Organization, Technically & Commercially

1651

ONLY TWO BLOCKS

Danny Thbmas has sir:mixt for
Eve one-hour special programs
on NBC-TV for next season. He
leaves his long-running weekly
11,s at the end of this

for Spectrochemical Analysis

KATHRYN CASSIN

$149

SYMPHONIC BANDThe SJS Symphonic Band will perform in
three concerts next week. The band is conducted by Vernon Read.
The Tuesday and Wednesday performances will be at Concert
Hall at 8:15, the third performance will be at the Los Banos
Foirgrounds Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.

It.% at.

Offers Professional Opportunities in

APPLY

end country -style breakfast of

Vernon Read began
with Napocean Cirmino,
New V. ft. Philharmonic ci
section, During this tint,.
also studied with Jacob l2,,s:
’I
the Amsterdam c
and spun! I
String Qua, int ,
Quartet Litia..
gree was earn..:
,1 or,
sity of Southern I
1958. DurinL: this r,
with Ingulf Dahl
Norman ’ler/Art.1i:
bassoon with the I’
phony under Dr. Rich... :
In 1959 he entered the I
Ilraduate
Sehoot
earn. .1 he 5151 der
.-Ir
III
I .r.
rr. PS
toiorher,
Irr.r. I h000 .re r rr rr
II
Symphonic
to I
composition,
;
tnents.- is heir
hy the San
a, I
Quintet.
sirEC14.1.

’1989

arc-104

the band will play :it the

WE SPECIALIZE IN COLLEGE CUTS

5-4321

SIX Ill. if ’SITS CREDITS

Concer t Hall at 8:15. On Friday

Sat.

128

5549 ;’,1

44 DAYS

I

day the hand will again play at

2391 The Alameda

Manny

SIX UNIVER’. T Y CREDITS

57 DAYS

ORIENT TOUR

8:15 in Concert Hall. On Thurs-

and William

13th and

HAWAII TOUR

roplionie kr:nil tr.

form:ince will he

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th

TOURS
THE ORIGINAL
STUDY TOUR IN pit PACIFIC

creek of March I. The I 1r -I

Guaranteed Major Oil Co. Gasoline
6th and Keyes
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play in IiirP4, performances the
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SJS Symphonic Band Plays
Wednesday in Concert Hall

,

ILL’ 1.111’1

’lit lien’
1,, rural
Flat. 11

perform Saturday, at 8:30 at the
l’arrisigo House Theater, Villa
Monbilvo, near Saratoga.
will be presented iii readeft- theater style.
l’he play is an adaptation by
Norman Corwin, and presents
selections from Sand burg’s published, and unpublished works
and his folksongs Irom "American Song Bag.’
Noreen I.abarge Mitchell, assonad I
it drama, is
inventor of t hi. play. The repeat
r,erf,,rmanr. east has the original II playirs who perf,inned
the -’lint’ produetion earlier at
5.15. All the
are grad_

1,1

in di
In the lea’.
ilussr.II 110kb:oh
gles, Luis Virld,
Keeler, who will I.
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IPt t’ 1)71Viti aryl
illy New York ;a ,,
Keeler sin,,
guitar in pi
from Sand l,,,,
Ibilromb. on ire
’
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.
: II
Jazz."
Others in I
.
Green. 1,11,i 11:11,rt..01 11111...in
blunnlan
, Jano
- Ito!
.
Call Ind 1,,
Da,..
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Three Performances

PePP9:4

hal in dim

Sund-

The

SPANISH GUITARISTAndres Segovia will play both Tuesday
and Wednesday at Concert Flall. The performdrice is presented
by the Spartan Programs Committee. Tuesday’s performance
will be at 8:15 p.m. and Wednesday’s at 3:30 p.m.

Hurry For The Best Selection

HIills

III

the SJS Drama Department. will

Wool Dresses 50% off
It’s true! We have cut the prices in
half on our fashionable ALL WOOL
dresses. Just right for style conscious SJS coeds who know and appreciate fine quality. Now on sale
during Perry’s special clearance.

..1 1

"The

burg," staged and perforrric.I by

.011g.

ru

ItS111--

460

I-Il SIi. 3111

E. William (between 10th & 1 I th)

170 South Second
/M.

Glovemen Look for Victory
Against Cal Bears Today

Cal Stanford Netters
Vie for NorCal Title
11 S’N
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portrait

1.88 (Value - 7.50)
with this coupon - one to a student
Offer expires March 15th, so hurry!
Only

De Luxe Order No. 1
1 8 a 10 hand oil color in frame
6 5 7 tapestry textured prints
25 black and white prints
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1
-+ ill ix. finished this afternoon
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One San Jose State
,
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WILLIAM * near 10th Street
Open Thurs. Nits..
CV 4-7629

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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I’ 4)11

Iiiitis-ist1-1111

Ind11

1

elass.

ll’N

fele,- 01 "staiihord, li-I, let, to
earn a shot : al Ifinig Sykes and
Harr) Itaskin at Cal. The Bear
duo edged state’s Rich ffrake I Spat an glovemen, still looking Argost Smith in the idill WI&
SM.:yak indicated that he umslit
anti Liar) Draiser to get into ’for their initial win of the season
AlIor two setbacks at the hands start Bill Ardis on thou 1111,111..1
elle .4111111-111131%.
Baskin and Sykes IIII et in the ia Stanford travel to Berkeley to
p tn. contest with the
)ther singles game tills aftermion. In for a
llesti :Ind Iliad Hodgman meet the California Bears.
%sins and
..viat).rs of the Eavis-Sison vs. IsThe
111-,i lour garries.
1V. f$
III i!II11’
..:ies-Nlaxeiner match.
ltralie lost To Baskin in the see- :mil hie,- bit null. Cal, howesei.
intl round. 3-6. 6-4. 7-9. NItirio is .1,11 not
e of its pitching stall,
dropped a .1-6, 6-4, 2-6 decision to hat in.; li.si star Dat a Ihnirling to
Sykes ill the third round,
sawn palled the upset of the I sti.iha’si8,111. slut iii.
do, heating third -seeded Preis,Cal has %s ins oser Si,,, Fr:tannin, 3-6, 6-4. 6 -II,
,j,,,,, state, 4-1, and Universit
Top-seeded Rod Ku
of Foothill
of San Francisco, 111-3, In the
)eached the semi-finals in the
young ea..11. ’The Hears were
freshman -junior college division, as . tied hv I SI. h-11, :Ind Salt
did top-seeded Julie lieldman
State. 844, hut both ties
Stant.Grd in the WMen’s SinrieS
iweiirrea :after C:11 hail held
CtinVeZ. of SJS also reached
lame leads iarls in the game.
the semi-finals.
titeR
Ingebretson is a
Today’s matches begin at 1 p.m.
’
lel.
the plate for the
r set for 11 a.m..
kirday’s finals ae
111e5
II,
is one of the stars
M the wm over USF. A wellpluiyer, Al Diamond. has
n seen some action a:, a re -

after

TACO. ENCHILADA.
TAMALE OR TOSTADA

CY 7-8421
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ACADEMY

IP

AWARDS

"IlMeRICA
111MeRICII"
Is the"best
American
filin of the

tone, Beatty
L ead Mat Win
Over Gators
The

01%

Ilf/WeVIV.

fir,1 base. it shoilla he either
Bum
co-eaptain, or Alike
I
xslur also stus arliun Ill
r!’01
1.:tmlein NO
-.TT, liir
year.
the -41

Sparta,

It11111illinf4

Ihru0 pins anti
wi,iinciidity night

folir derisionto thump sim
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thue

§lidei*IS/100 814TC
CINEMA
552 SOUTH BASGOsi

18

CY

5-1214

"GOOD SOLDIER SCHWEIK"
"OPERATION BULLSHINE"
-STUDENTS Si 00-

TOWNE
lull

THE ALAMEDA

Tony’s PeeWee Golf

SARATOGA

CY 7,3060

i4502 8IG BASIN HA
"MURDER AT THE GALLOP

"BILLY LIAR"

hole miniature golf course
SluDENTS
SJS students - 35c

"SCAPEGOAT"
- ’,NNW" I

.s -

EL RANCHO

Refreshments
Steal(

ALMA AND ALMADEN ROAD

60c
30c
30c

Sandwich

Foot-long

Hot Dog

Deluxe Hamburger

Tony’s

PecWee Golf
382 E. Santa Clara

I

"McCLINTOCK"
"TOYS IN THE ATTIC"
"ROCK -A -BYE BABY"

iott3

e

968 AL U

ROC

A

a

iSra.JE

1,1,101 SC,Pro

"AMERICAN. AMERICAN "A MOUSE ON THE MOON
north

iRST I SAN SALVADOR
CV 6778
"CHILDREN OF THE DAMNED"
"GLADIATORS SEVEN"
Selected Short Subjects

usro,r

"SOLDIER IN THE RAIN’
"DEVIL AT 4 O’CLOCK"
"BLUE HAWAII"
411R!IIIIMIPAINuelorn.M.

ABM"

/11/101EMP=.7..- -1. .71MC11111/1111113C211_.

ROPICAIR:

STUDIO

29241111

4th and St. James

ainpui

G AY

4E0 SOUTH FIRST STREET
"LOVE ON A PILLOW"
with Br.dgetle Idol
"PASSIONATE SUMMER"
- stunEsts ss -

Discount to all

i .11,’,
Si 1’1:

"THE MOUSE ON
THE MOON"

Margaret
Rutherford

ield

Francisco State, 27-3. Oniy a close
decision awarded to the Gators’
Jim Reed in the 167-11). class kept
In the outfield, Coach GeIIree
SJS from a shutout. The %sin ,Wolfman is expected to start foolhrought the season reeorrl to 3-5.
Morton, co-captain
star
Mike Ihii.
u1 its, and probably Cra
In individual matches.
Stone pinned San Francisco’s Bob
or Tim ’Tarpley.
"loners at 123 lbs. John Lim look
Lil.els
for the Spara 2-0 decision over Ira Marks in
tans 1111’11111r i):111
Bogaert,
he 130-1b. division.
catcher; Slat
111,4
1
Art Beatty, at 137, won in ’u
haw,: 1.1iiii
We
1 loaw;
Irking Grimes hy a fall. Carl DornKea Takalia..111, Mira bah..., Hon
’ ireyer followed up by pinniniu
and 13111
-title Carlson in the 147 -It,
1311,,,deLonall, Slit,. Vain
Ill :11141
racket, Gary Seardina decisioneJ
’,urge McNeal, 6-4 in the 137

irl

CG

PRESENTED ex WARNER BROS.
FEATUPF
PLO’,

"num
All’uti set’
base: sip%.. smith, silio hit .16ri
0111, II.,’ 1963 trosh, third base:
and
31..l’arti at shortstop.

(One block from campus)

tiers

4,11

WA KOINE

only 280 each
Phorr -.,

1 I 1,r1
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’liff(71sEiri rlr,,pnett
,teh against Reed in The 167 II
--’it. Bill 1{11711. al 177. litirelO
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Ile,isyweittln I ii.-. Ann k.o1111)1(’1,11 Iiii 1,110
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.
pyr ,11-n
re.ctiril tonight against tni
, Hen Bears in u, match at the
ir.ersity of California. Meet time
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Lii is (.,,Ii.J11, l;,,, 1

tilde
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Coe & Riverside

Services
. Christian Problems
Mac Martinez

a,
.

(Methodist Student
Center)

at 1:45 a.m.

Ct.v,tivrt C, :legions Meet

Wesley
Foundation
441 South 10th
St...,

Youth Fellowship 111:30

’1,

J Benton Whits.
Crimea, Minister

- 11.00 a fn.: 7:00 p.m.

Pa -for Arvid Carlson, D.D.
Sunday March I

The

new

NEWMAN CLUB
The

Catholic Student Center
Daily Mass
C. W. C. 11:45 a.m.

/9 55uu,

Fr. Cyril Leach. Chaplin

CY

:crick s Church
MA:SES - SUNDAY:
10:00, 11:00, 12:15, 7:00 P.M.
HOLIDAYS:
6.30, 8:00 9:00, 12:15, 5:30 P.M.
WEEKDAYS
6:30 & 8:00
PRST FRIDAYS:

7:00, 8-00, 9:00,

7. 5.70 P.M.
CCnInSSIONS:
.

First

7:30 900

lt:y1":’.’ CLASS:
- Thursday - 7.30 P.M. Rectory
7 -in r,
Writ 0 in

A.L C

I Lutheran)

St. Thomas Chapel

At 5:30, Exansong, Supper,
then Dealer’s Choice

Program Meeting
7:00 p.m. Tuesday

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
Allan Dieter. Campus Pastor

9 V) &

SO .1,,

Eiria.soge

and the
Public Schools"

"Religion

Prof

Ann Brown
George Jones

Sunday. March 1
Meeting

1.uppe - 6 30
at

Grace Baptist Church
484 East San Fernando
8 4S, it IA And
iii lulu

u,

45
8,1.1., /LA.,

"Confronting Christ"
60.0 "ShOrtY" COMM
101.1 Goulette Chaplain

John IA . M ors
Pastor

.4?

Lutheran

I Missouri Synod.
and

Student Center
174 So. 3rd St
1,45

Sunday Morning Services:
8:15. 9:30 and 11:00

L.C.A

Exery once in a while our best -laid
plans come unglund, which is the
signal for Mystery Night, also known
variously as Do -it -Yourself, or insinr.1
Program. IA little rough on the adwritr,
but surprisingly diverting
sometimes.)

St. Paul’s

itsh et San Selassie.

Se.o
51t,
RIO I
le iv
(sena
Donata
Monottim

First Immanuel

We .in.1,t,
GRAB BAG

2 blodrs frt,e. school
A. J. Browner. Paster

el 1.10_:11c

NB. :i.e.: r
Vicar!,

792,5404

Worship - Sunday. 10 a.m.

Worship Sunday

Roger Williams Fellowship

294-812(3

3.30 5.30 &
140 rialays.

6 pr Supper 400
7 p.m. Rexix of the Coming Year
7.45 A panel on the Rurnfo,d Fair
Housing III wh:ch will include a
C;,;C Inader and e mem.
realto,
ber of the Fair Employment Cif.ce
Sacramen.c

Attend the
Canterbury ICampus Religious
Tales
Organization
Of
Your Choice
Episcopalians at San Jose !tate

*".

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

Firt Baptist Church

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
Some really unusual services with

REV. DAVID SCHOCH
Log

We believe that "Bible Days" are here again! God is doing
gthreeaLtotrdhi!ngs today - come and share with us the blessings ol

Gospel Temple

the downtown church
catering to the college community
11.00 .m. - Morning Worli.lp
810
945 a m. - College ’Seminar"
5 45 p m. - Tr. C Club
111 So

Ss.ensl 5., San Jew

Clarence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor

Spartan Tri-C
Xi
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SAFI NV

This is a coed fratern
ity sponsored by the 10‘)
We emphasize Sunday
Church
crime in and see our tellowseip in a spiritual 10 3,
at
.i.iiient centet lounge.
11(1
arY tecreation NYMI CHAPTER MEETING
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n
Mer
45
2
5
F.,
Me- Ii,, 5
Religion
(Classes Daily)
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FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30. 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

Lambda Delta Sigma

Institute of

11.11. %. I

Ill

CHURCH OF THE
LATTER DAY SAINTS

Paul

’, 1, n.

InaluriniL

’

1110,

I

i1,111

it1

INSTITUTE OF RELIGION 91.7600

R. Searle, Director
Di

d
10th at San Fernano
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KAA Bound Dons
Make SJS Invasion
:ip-

*ill Vrinct
Mt rather
la 11111

l411C1111

.\( AA

11.

Febriare

top, 64-47. after Barry Pidward,
was hayed out 4,1
Mame Is

1
The Dons are sparked by all I American candidate 011ie Johnson,
Icurrently leading the league in
field goal percentage, and third in
teliounds. Johnson is the second
leading scorer in the league, boastckto.
Spartans ing a 19,3 point average.
T,ttitttrnt, itto.o. the
to
The Dons also have Dave Lee,
aver la Civic Auditorium,
rivals,
first iii free throw percentage,
an their cross-town
ma
la
and seventh in scoring.
Unnersity of Santa C

%Tf

San JOSP Slate gets the jump on
the rest of the con:ins’ in outdraw
track this vseekend for the first
time in 1964 whets t he Spartans
officially hit t he (antlers a gis het
esanpetit ion.
;tot a good
behind as" commented Spatn,n
coach Buil Winter. "This will he
the first big U.S. outdoor meet and
we’ll make it a bit, rine,- tre added.

USF has it big height advant:we
on San Jose, with it front
in
averaging 6-g, anti it 6-6 guard.
Santa Clara", last win came ill
the expense of SJS, as the Brom,
posted a 531-53 upset victory. Three
of the Brones’ four straight losses
have come in overtime, and all
have been on the road.

Helping to make it a big one
will lie the Santa ( lara Void’s
%illage, coached
Nlike Ryan,
and the 4:olden Gate ’Track f lob
under the direct’
of Norm
firippenherg.
Action is scheduled to begin ,
Spartan Field at 1 p.m. tomorr....
but early birds will get an ado-,
treat as the Olympic deselopriast
meet will feature two pre-nis
events. At noon. the Mmma
throwers initiate acts% A..’ ia ti.
weight events near 1,,,
diamond at Williams Street P11
The two-mile walk will take
at 12:45.
(’ouch Winter explaited
should be a
outdoor activity is ft.,’ sar
swing. Nonetheless there an p.
fonners 5’. hi, could be ready I.
at peak shape.

while Dasi- sears the a,,
Golden Gantt’s.
’
:More than one pair
focus on
he MO, v.
sends Ms prim.
Garrison into action with
Jim

Earrs

IniVer

ning

America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrou
SPECIAL
STUDENTS’ DINNER
Served Daily:
4:30 - 8:00 p.m.

.,

Mon. & Thu, r4.95,
Deacon Shimmin
& His
Dixieland Piano

...."..; tj

e

Dick Garibaldi’ crew is led
4 " It x4;
IIA senior guard Russ Isrsinim
Sunday:
sit-h, who has led the Mc.54
11:00 a.m.-8 00 p.m.
in scoring all s.easira, and curDon Marley and *Hi. Hoflerou Bond ."7’
alimr61111111111151P.
rently boasts a 24.14 average.
The Spartans held Vrankovitb
4146010*
down in the last meeting, hut were
hurt by the surprising surge of
51 :’,o).
Joe Meagher, who hit 20 !Joints.
This game will mark the rubber
it
match of the rivalry, as San Jose
stopped Santa Clara, 56-55, in the
WCAC Christmas Tournament fiULIS WILLIAMS?No. it’s Tim Knowles. SJS sophomore 440
nals
man, winning the varsity 352 -yard dash in last week’s Interclass
The Spartan frost, trlay pretrack meet. Knowles covered the cut-down 440 in 37.3, ahead of
SAN JOSE CIVIC
... Mary games both nights. CurSantst Clara Youth Village
John Ramos and Larry Le Fall. Knowles will run in tomorrow’s 440
AUDITORIUM
rently riding a three-game win
will send Bobby Poynter (9.4,
against Santa Clara Youth Village, in addition to the 220 and
streak, the Spartababes take on,
FRIDAY MARCH 20
5-15 -grad hit. sprint suet bin as
a leg of the SJS one-mile relay.
l’SF fresh tonight, and the Sands
SIC P 04.
a formidable otedaele for a SparClara frosh I.immiorruW night.
TICKETS $7.25 3.50.
tan conting,ent of Jimmy OrnagI
In Santa Clara, the freshmen
3./5, 4.50
Itenai. Wayne Herman, NlaurierNIwill be facing one of the Hay
lb
f orriptirn, Tont %Veil!, and imp:San Jos.
On
Area’s top hush teams, and against
1.1041 Nitwit&
Br., Office
’SF, they will get a look at one I
.- Carlos
4C
II
"PitynIel
in great shape. Ile
the to p individuals in Larry
ia
,
Cl bring the time way clown in
Blum, In previous games, the
. 220 especially," Winter :said
Spartan frosh topped USF in over- I
i as
pnwed how ready he
1.11111111 RUM
time, but lost to Santa Clara.
79c
Intramural teams continue to
t wrek as he competed in
clash in regular league play. Ind,,IN, tut,
...rclass track meet, winning I iii
.81111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111M
II
pendent squads played Wecinesda
,snd 180 ard dashes. Ile net 0
SJS swim team this week as the night and escaped without a fornet record in the latter. With
= Spartans head north following felt.
I fine field running in the sta
E Wednesday’s swim meet at Chico
In "A" league action, the Awful- the whining 100 time could
= for a dual encounter tonight and Awfuls downed Moulder Hall, 45- I
I the vicinity of 9.5 or 9.6, according
E; tomorrow with Oregon and Oregon 27. II)as.r. Ellis Wan top scorer with
to Winter.
= State.
14 and Don Buckingham was see -1
One of the featured events at
E Tonight the Spartans tangle with told wit h 12. The Hams defeated
Corner 4th and Sae. a Cara
CY 2-7726
the mem will be the thtcs. mile
E a powerful Oregon team at En- Alpha Phi Alpha by a 41-35 marV. HOLE,ALE TO
FP
2r)it
AND BOARDING HOUSE’
ran, where Winter skill send Reit
= gene. Oregon, last weekend upset gin. Jack Poisen and Dale l’s11....rain
Tus.k.l. and Ininny Murphy up
E Washington in ss holing the Far
14 points in Ill.’ win. agaltst a field inela,i r,
II
- West Swimining Championships al Charle, Flarrasvay tallied II for
=
RMACY-ARMSTRONG’S
(Saturday and Sunday only)
Whitehead 01 the
E
II,’ Inner:.
1.
and Bill Alorgan
10c BURGER
E- The Ducks broke one national,
The Fugsswi Itaiders stomped
Goers.
10c SLICE OF CHEESE PIZZA
nine conference, ten meet. and
Markham’s Marauders, N5-114. AI
(SrigInally scheduled for 3:10
Fi eleven school records in the meet. Olmstead led the attack with 341 p.m.,
10c PEPSI, ROOT BEER or LEMON -LIME
the three-mile mas M11125.
Washington
= outscoring
10c FRIES
limiter,
slipped
by
points. Allen
ooned
on the schedule to off= Washingliin State 1701 and Orertin
was
Rojo.,
19-47, Jail, Miller
the
10c HOT DOGS
of pesky winds
set the
= Stale (651 with a grand total tit
%%MI 19
atop the N4 oring 4 01
%Shuck rieetir as the afternoon
= 159 points.
points. John Hlesalls tallied 15
lettuce, tomato,
wear, on.
=
The Ducks are led by all-Ameri=
in the losing effort.
Another Mew
%% hid)
onions, salad, olive
= a.sn Dick Boyd. who copped three
CAPTION
In the "E" league, the Gmoi,o, ’line attention is the sheep
= tirsts in the meet. He broke the
tlianperi AFitoTc, 37-27, Lee Alex- v litre Louie Davidson anti
CAPTION
= national collegiate record in the
staler was high for the Gauchos NleClain of SJS seill enter a H.
= 140 medley relay with a 4:22.1
I
CAPTION CONTE
with ten points, as the scoring was including Tom Oakley, Jeff V,Chicken
- clocking in his claim to fame. SJS
=
well distributed among the team back, I:Lst year’s Pan Arnei,
E has beaten Oregon 49-47 two years
RMACY-ARMSTRONG’S PHARMACY-ARMSTR
rilembern. Joe Parma led the Air , Games winner, and Ron It
Ein a COW.
NCAA champ. Fishback andii
with 12.
Eye Steak
STRONG’S PHARMACY -ARMSTRONG’S PHAR
= Saturday the Spartans will jilltr- riirce
Th, Eighth St tys.1 A.C. was I ley compete for the Youth Via .
- to ()wenn Slate to match
I.Corne in and visit Tony in his near location on East San Carlos, E
&minters, :18-21. Amm
lust one block from school. Tony is still serving the same type of E ":,5-.:,..ith an up-and-coming ’lumped by
scot’ good food that he did at Big Bens.
= I . as team. Last year the Spar- Kent :Marshall grabbed high
with
14.
David
Bent
tug honors
=
tans tzuunced t heir northern addetti garnered eight.
_ versaries. 60-34, hut the Beavers
The Sputs handed the Hawks
1110111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111; may have the necessary material
a 42-31 defeat Is hind the shoutturn the tables sal STS this seaing of Jim McMillan’, Loren
son.
HeShon was high man for the
Hawks.
The Zero. w I’M elobberud by tIli
fitters in "E’’ league play. I ’ .
Monthly
Weldon scored 24 points in le,sd.i,
GI IT klil",1
the 85-27 triaincing. Harry Nagai st.i ss as high fot the 7,11".

SMOTHERS
BRIO-THEK

1

MU"
11111MINM

GA

NY’
Opening Special

UN 71071
ALLOP"

IR

10c

1CAN"
MOON"

RAIN"
OCK

1

eran

286-1260

ON

March
4, 5, 6
1 is doing
Iessings of
Rapresentatives of California State Government
will be on Campus to discuss with Seniors and
Graduate Students employment opportunities in
State service, including the fields of:

=
;

Statistical Research
Real Estate and Property Management
Vocational Rehabilitation

heist Newman

I %Ir.) M

his Nile Irwin 11:311

INTERLUDE
‘..init I 1.1ra 1

JINX BROKEN
Slit Inman’s &IS basketball
became the first team eser to ssis
two conseetitire WCAC Christ ma Tournament crowns in Decembei.
edging Santa Clara, 56-55 in the
finals.

ELECTRONIC
WESTERN

CO.

1415 The. Alameda

Insurance

naig Sol"
%islet)!

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT

%. asstesit

NOW

N
291-700

AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

293 8151

"So that’s the picture that needs a caption
Yeah!’
"What’s the prise?"
iadinsr ccsn-..r;rs and
$20 worth
"Hew long do I have to enter."
"TI Wednesday March 441,
"Where do 1 submit my entries?"
"At Armstrong’s Pharrna. y Sit

name
adcire,..s

Heard About The Human Tortilla Maker?
All the gang’s going to Plata Market to see the human tortilla maker in the

’What’s the coupon ro
Rn.J41

min -

thus Rum.’"

_
co.eds SAVE

don, This pretty senorita makes tortillas right before your eyes. It’s fun to watch
and fun to eel. Come on out and see her this weeleend. Man, it’s a gas.

Quick Delivery On Orders To Go

//qua net 69’

Correctional Rehabilitation

ralay School

tfilkET
1090 E. Santa Clara
r2,1 ccl’Jar

Phone: 294-1802

Take Home Specialties
Tacos
Tamales
Enchiladas

B-B -Q

Chickens

13.11-Q Ribs
Carnitas

regular Si 50

Coupon good
"Why the some special for reeJs,"
’ it
great bargain for ..
-

q

RMACY-ARMSTRONG’S PHARMACY-ARMSTR
STRONG’S PHARMACY -ARMSTRONG’S PHAR
518 SOUTH 10TH -518

Mr

ST I

90

Personnel and Fiscal Management
t;

CONTEST!
CONTEST!
CONTEST!

T. I’. RENT 1LS

Accounting

State
Ward

49c,,
79c,,

Dinner Special
99¢
T-Bone Steak $1.16
Rib
$1.05

SENIORS

IE
kiTS

49C
10c 11:
894

ARON

25

FLAMENCO

. of Mask

, pegfiNfillir4,

PHARMACY-ARMSTR
STRONG’S PF-iARMACY-ARMSTRONG’S PHA:
RMACY-,ARMSTRONG’S PHARMACY-ARMSTR

OA
80 East San Carlos

PS:

pc-

STATE MEAT MARKET

Sale

Deluxe Burger

111111111111S.

garden City Jdoltrau
Ilarket
(:). 7-2002
1 crtITITicii ’Pt rtrirrfrr? ...4Y14Nr.2.-c-,- "L’:

-1-111Allii
BACON
BEEF TRIPE
SIRLOIN STEAK
BACON ENDS
FRESH SPARE RIBS
T-BONE

Spartans Gun Independent
F or TWO Wins
Loops Clash
n Northwest

CY 4-5144
OW"

sh

--rrT%-.-

Spartan Trackmen Begin
Outdoor Meet Competition

Spartan Gym
regionals, invades
San Jose State
the
and
loggia,
squad would like
task etball
win over
thing better than a
in league play)
me undefeated

Blanc a.
previous
Both leave. hold
wins over the SparItit.1C
and both would like to rewould like to
peal The Dons
long unbeaten
iii ti keep their
into the re .ring going, right
For the Broncos, earfourmills In the grasp of a
win
galue honing strt.ak, another
highgainst their rival, would
been a dismal
light what has
wason.
with the
In their last meeting
the Dons came out on

1r411

SOUTH IOTH

A-SPARTAN DAILY

Dance To Feature Leap Year Motif
Physical education majors. minors :ind membeis of CAIIPER are
ins ited to the Last Chance Leap
Year Dance. tomorrow night at
the San Joes Swim and Racquet
Club.
Bids. $3 each
i I’
’are
both men’s and women’s P.E. departments and will be on sale at
the door. The dance is from 9 p.m.
to I a.m.
The dance is sponsored by the
Women’s Physical Education Club,
Phi Epsilon Kappa, men’s physical
education or g a niz at ion and

.....,4401444144414440044440-1005408408.44410t-’0,
4

Student Bowling $
iz
sZ

35’

Pool -Snooker-51.00 per hour

16 Clean Alleys

Downtown Bowl
375 W. Santa Clara St.
294-7800
eee
"-’’’’’’’’’""’"’"’"gr"".1":"""1"r".."W"‘""W"1"’W,"%:

Look For
Our Sign

Citee4e6urfeP41
29(
compare with any in town

&

Job Interviews

Bakmas
Flower
Shop

s’
’S
s
,sts

achievement:

Foreign Car
Specialist

TODAY:
German ChM, 3:41 p.m., faculty
cafeteria.
International Student Center. S
p Ira. 285 S. Mai kia St.. short
:navies, dancing, and refreshments.

try one for lunch today
Fe’^ardo Sts.

(Across from Library)

calling 261-258cl, ac,
’,J1 to 1:14a
,tto,inll.
Ticket admission is used
it
mate he
If
attend the session,.
I ,,00ut
c?’ it
persons are expected to
at it
I h.lrOhleOriptilioiOnleliii..a, ii4ifiatel
by

erry vvas adamant
10 yeeirs,. Fin
’emphasizing employer preference
in direct relation to the personal
character of a job applicant. AcaIIABIT TOPICS
,lernie results. regardless of their ,’" a
nicotine habit. It begins
,taxess, are insufficient for job ito end the
topics include the psyFeatured
San
7!30 Sunday evening at the
in:Lillie:iron.
physical aspects of Wayne McFarland. \I Ii, and
.1,,,t Hospital Auditorium, 75 N. chological and
-the habit, how craving can be less- man J. Folkentairg,
clergyts,thinaj
iplhlypsioassi l ett:f feccatns he
od. South Lanrader
Mass,
a Not oin,aliya:Inoct:gethe,f ’’ePuleacn’tiveshorew strengthened, physical
the graphic equipment manufacof
turer stressed points of chat-acts
smoking, organization of. a buddy
.-4--j-,4
but it’s free. Tickets may , system and other techniques de that graduates should consider inJob interviews will be held at The sults.
separable from their academic Placement Office, Room 234, Admin. be obtained at the Student Affairs signed to break the habit within
istr.con Building. Signups WI start !BlatilleSS Office. Bl, and at the
training.
Tuesday, a week prior to the corn- Foreign Language Office, Building a fivetlaY Perid’
Necessary traits for eraduates, on
F lee tickets for a m ss on to the
pony visit.
N iSeventh and San Carlos
according to Ferry, are dependasessions may also be obtained by
St eels.
MONI"V;
bility. awareness and tolerance. He
GROUP THEICAPY
Granger Akan.: M.A. electrical
said that social and occopational
The Plan consists id five sessions
’uccess is possible only when a engineering; for research, developSproloo/1,/
triangle of the three inseparable ment in R. F. communications and of group therapy, des-eloped frthn
styling and shaping
illiestigation among doctors, dieticomponents of interest. capacity :systems.
NON
Lenkurt Electric Co., Inc.: elec., cians, psychologists, and clergyand opportunity can be formed.
1111.
lo oleo moll*.
A president of his company for trical engineering; for engineering men. It is sponsored by the Set
thing 11111111
that Lou
training program in three develop- enth-day Adventist Church and is
liair-do! Jack 111414.... idlers you
ment labs. (commercial, govern- designed as a free. non-religiims.
specialized
hair as lion and
service.
community
Flowers
ment and microwave)
shaping Is
and
! Trane Company: mechanical.) According to Robert E. Dunton.
Corsages
idiemical, civil. metallurgy, indus- coordinator of the San Jose Plan,
\hike ’our ;41111.1111mila t.alay.
for all
trial engineering, IT; for sales and Iii,’ only credentials necessary to
a
Plan
is
the
Five-Day
Occasions
sales management; citizenship re- attend
CY 7-6485
497 S. 2nd St
sinvere desire to stop smoking.
CY 2-0462
Information about the summer quired; male only.
Mimi of the people that come
-’
Westinghouse Corporation: elec-session it the University of UppsaIn in Sweden will be presented trical and mechanical engineering: are those who have tried to stop
for engineering, manufacturing and before and failed. We don’t get
:it 2:30 p.m. today ill CH164.
t110 PaSy ones many of those who :
Jim Sist rink, student body presi- sales; citizenship required.
odlle have been
.
:lent of the 1963 Uppsala summer TL . LsDA1’:
-,
packs-a-dayers
for 20 to 50
proles- ae
Nelson,
and Frank
session,
r
i
r
y
Applied Research Lab.: mcchani- he said.
at Long Beach Sadc. will In)
ems electrical engineering, applied , Gut ol 100,000 who have taker
CX
al hand in ShOW Slider; alld
phj.sies: ior junior engineering.
lain the program.
A long time ago, it seems now, a plain imperaThis second International Sumtive became the best-known motto of IBM:
tarliecaoln,
nor Session is planned in cooperm
"Think." 1 You may assess the achievement
with Long Beach State Cl- "1 ’ "1"l’eri"g1 for engineering "I
of our company, and of any individual in it, by
ri and rsinducted by the Swedish
Plant
the same word: "Think."’ If you are interested
1-1-blen Co.: aeciamting majors.
’
ersity.
in achievement with IBM, ask your college
The program is open to students ’;’-’,::::feLltntii.’114,,Itrr
I’(iriCceol, Inc.: same
placement officer for our brochures -and for
who has e completed their freshI
alioci%
man
an appointment when the IBM representative
Litton Industries, Inc.: electrical

SIIiiiiiifilli II

Giant Size Pattie

the Fi%e-Day Plan, timaiglaiut
the nation in the past MT) years.
more than 50 per cent have re
fridned from smoking one y eai
after following the Plan, according to Dunton.

Uppsala Offers
Summer Session

BILLIARDS PARLOR

.;

Its LINDA SULLIVAN
Got a pack in your pocket or
purse? Like to get rid of
, it for
It "1Y "mes iie
to P
nY an"
A
ing has hit San Jose. The "Plan"

CAIIPER membeis. CAHPER is
the California ASSOelittion of
Speakin on the sub
"Guide
Health, Physical Education and lines to Success." Atja7nti.r Ferry-,
Recreation.
president of A. Lietz Co.. appeared
yesterday’ at 11:30 before faculty
Summer Employment ,and students in IA241.
This was the 10th con (mut ,
Summer employ ment is being ofmeteiirology majors by the appearance of Ferry at &IS. .%
us. Department. of Commerce.
annual spring semester visitor a
Interviews will be held in the
Placement Office, AD51234. Monday.
The work will be with the
Weather Bureau. Applicants must
citizens.

Here’s a New Way To Qui

’Guidelines to Success/
!Smokers:
Defined by Arthur Ferry

Friday, February 2ft, 194, I

is interviewing on campus. 1 IBM is an Equal
Opportunity Employer. 1

;;;;’’,’,’,(2‘,T,l,’,’.gi.::::ILipc1::.!c:.(7.:!:’.,:.(1:1:1
olazinecrilig: citizenship required.
Trane 4’0.: sante as above.
U.S. Department of CommercrWeather Bureau: meteorologs.. mospheric physics, electrical, ciJii.
hydraulic. and mechanical engineering; citizenship required.

TOMORRO1V:
Spartan Chi, 7 pan., Iluddhi.tempt’. 616 N. Fourth St.. Chine -e
Alicn al.! John Bent.) s\
:,:ew Year’s festival.
KS.IS sportscasters for SJS
:am
Sikoria Plii.
baseball games this semester.
/, :I 1.
II i laii
N.S.IS sports director. has
I
baseball for KWIZ itt
Saida Ana and basketball for
Banquet Tickets
:Sall. in Anaheim.
Henry. former sports editor for
’cud,* is the Iasi .:.:.
tickets for Theta
-. Mat- the Spartan Daily, has been a pub: ix Table bmattiet ’Mar. 3 at lic addrc:ss announcer for SJS
Iticicey’s Hyatt House. Allen Drury baseball and basketball games, lie
the goost sp.aker ’fiekets ;ire also worked for the Palo Alb,
Times.
sl 75. and $3.75 for students.
KS.IS will broadcast the March
Ii, 5.15 earne with St. Mary’s from
DOCTOR’S ORDERS
NEW YORK (UPI)
A nip to vlioncipal Stadium in San JOsC.
help you nap? Yes, reports one
New York physician.
Dr. Herbert L. Gould, writing iti
-Medical Times," suggested that
one remedy for the tension that
causes SIPPloleSS nights is a night.
-up. A hooker of eognae, whisky ialavalliere: mild
ot her liquor you
etipEpaja and ’’11141.11
n1,1111 -1,1-

If you cannot attend the interview. writ.,
Manager of College Relations, I IBM C
590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y I

Karl’s
Shell Service
11th and Santa Clara

iBm

MOVE AHEAD. SEE

I

MAR i8

Sportscasters

BURGERS
BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptas, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, iust fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J206, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

CLASSIFIED RATES

t

Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

One time
500 a line

lines
lines
lines
lines

Titre* times
250 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

Add this
amount for
each addli line

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.75

.50

Five times
200 a line

1.00

FOR DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 4-6414, EXT
2465, FROM 1:20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.

CM)

,1,110

verwrought nulls idual
him a restful night. he -aid. In
Gould described "moderation" as
one to three coiner,.

Avfornotiwo 121
’

Porsoaals (71
SarvIcon (I)

’ ’ Houslag (5)

For Salef31
Li Lost and Foust’ 16
Print your ad here:

ROOMS TO SHARE: 1

’

I . 1
190 I

44’,

FEMALE
S
HELP!!
’
C. 295-2010. SI
NEED I. 2. or 3 men to Ed modern
amended apts. $40 mo. per man.
741 C 641, 292-3846.
COME BACK
WANTED:
or
--Ow;
YOUR
--,
5’’
2P6
,1
$125 BUYS A i",.

AUTOMOTIVE 12)
62 MG: M
$ ’
’55 CHEV.
4 BBL
57 MGA. $850

, .
4

HILLMAN

63

,rj
1,

MEN’S
,

VESPA.
,

WANTED
SERVICES IC

mEN’S

’

/2’

’60 PLYMOUTH
/

59 VOLKSWAGEN.

F

AUTO INSURANcr

I I3DRM -,r. ti .
,
QUIET

RHE.Yaih.,".,$,,,,, Cr:
$10 in,,nth
EXPERIENCED

’
FURNISHED APARTMENT
4
3 ROOM ^

54 BUICK.

$750 rr soi

T V. RENTAIS

UNAPAOVED

1_,arn from teaching

BETTY HICKS
JOHN McMULLIN
professionals

2 people $35/couple
3 people $15/each
4 people $12/each

Transpertaflea (11)

FOR SALE 13/
tt Stands to reason that a life
Insurance policy designed expressly for college men -and
sold only to college men -gives
you the most benefits for your
money when you consider that
college men are preferred insurance risks. Call me and I’ll fill you
In on THE BENEFACTOR, College Life’s famous policy, exclusively for college men")

Individual Lessons $5

504 bucket
only
35c with ASB card
(Count 33 Lettrs and Spces for Each Line)
run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)

PERSONALS 171
UNWANTED
’,/

WANTED: I re ,

54 CHEV

San Jose Fairways

Check No.

230 E. Brokaw Rd.
295 9542

Phone
fe((so.

li/sti I i...

SINGLE BED
BEATLE WIGS (Si.
BOOKSHELVES:

ELECTRIC

ONE
4’

is /.
/93 V 21
2 bd

54

-.k. 2117/i’
4,143. San foie-. NEED
order.
.
veneered
WANTED.

TYPEWRITTR,
,

1

I GIRL ROOMMATE
.
LARGE I.

r.

:AUL

AUTO, LIFE, FIRE

ELECTRON1

GIRL F.

1,

.1

TERN

00

//AWL’

2.1

KNE1S51.

.

EXCEI LENT

ALTERATIONS

RIFLE 30.6

HELP WANTED 141
WANTED:

Student Rates

Starting Date

niE BROTHERS
:

’56 VOLKS. ’

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
Help Wanted (4)

APPR. APT. i "

AnnounCetassurs

Want To Play
Better Golf?

6 lessons

E Announcements (1 1’

Eric
Peterson*
says . . .

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

1

TV RENTALS

ADUIT,
WANTED:

C.,

*ERIC PETERSON
1060 Hack Ave.
Campbell, Calif.
Tel.: 378-0218
representing
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
lim only Company selling
la ivi ty ip College Merl

AV A NT

m

COURI E
IA

.

HOUSING IS)
,.,,
MEN’S B.,- r

11110 PIDF
’
NEED

LOST AND POUND 161
,

’,0

co,

LOST I. ’
FOUND

I

5 ’,

/5!
ote._378.110,
"

;Andy -color,: I

292.30E16.
PICK
530

RIDE WANTED.

4

IA

I

PT/T KITCHEN

.

’
SI00 BUYS , 122’,

MAIO;

,

NEED

MONTH: F
LOST

.

To plan* es ell:
Ad,
JC2a0l6l.,01:3C01:13(1(3ifoind
handy 01,01

R M,

N plma

